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0. INTRODUCTION
Since being introduced by F. W. Lawvere in 1983, considerable progress
has been made in the study of distributions on toposes from a variety of
viewpoints [59, 12, 15, 19, 24]. However, much work still remains to be
done in this area. The purpose of this paper is to deepen our understanding
of topos distributions by exploring a (dual) lattice-theoretic notion of dis-
tribution algebra. We characterize the distribution algebras in E relative to
S as the S-bicomplete S-atomic Heyting algebras in E. As an illustration,
we employ distribution algebras explicitly in order to give an alternative
description of the display locale (complete spread) of a distribution [7, 10, 12].
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We also prove, under a certain hypothesis on E (satisfied for instance by all
Grothendieck toposes or by all essential localizations of any topos of internal
presheaves) that the opposite of the category of distributions on E is monadic
over E by means of a double dualization monad. Our results relativize the Stone
theory internal to a topos [20], as well as a related monadicity theorem [22].
1. DISTRIBUTION ALGEBRAS
Let e: E  S be a bounded geometric morphism and let +: E  S over
S be a distribution on E over S in the sense of Lawvere [18]. This means
that, regarding E canonically as an S-cocomplete S-indexed (or fibred
over S) category via its structure geometric morphism, + is a cocontinuous
S-indexed (or fibred) functor [3, 23]. There is an indexed (or fibred) right
adjoint +
*
to +. One may thus think of +&| +
*
as a ‘‘weak point’’ of E in
that the ‘‘inverse image part’’ need not preserve finite limits.
Denote by H the object +
*
(0S) in E. That H is a Heyting algebra is a
consequence of +
*
preserving (finite) limits. Notice that, unlike the case
where + is the inverse image part of a point of E, H need not be a frame
in E [20]. We shall call any such Heyting algebra H a distribution algebra
in E over S.
The usual notion of a complete atomic Heyting algebra (in Sets) can be
made internal to any elementary topos S [20]. Denote by U: caHA(S) 
S the forgetful functor, where caHA(S) is the category of complete atomic
Heyting algebras in S.
To pave the way for our intended characterization of distribution algebras, we
begin by exhibiting a connection between distribution algebras in a bounded
S-topos E and complete atomic Heyting algebras in S. As usual, we let
e: E  S be the structure geometric morphism. Recall that the category E
is locally small over S, with homE(X, Y)=e*(Y
X ).
Proposition 1.1. An object H in E is a distribution algebra if and only if,
for all objects E in E, the functor homE(E_e*(&), H): S  S is S-indexed
and factors through the forgetful functor U: caHA(S)  S.
Proof. From the bijections
homE(E_e*(I ), +*(0S))$homS(+(E)_I, 0S)$0
+(E)_I
S
it follows that for any E # E and I # S, homE(E_e*(I ), +*(0S)) is a com-
plete atomic Heyting algebra in S. Furthermore, for any morphism J  I
in S, the induced morphism 0+(E)_IS  0
+(E)_J
S is a morphism in caHA(S).
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Assume now that for all E # E and I # S, the object homE(E_e*(I ), H)
is a complete atomic Heyting algebra. Hence, by the Stone theory in an
arbitrary elementary topos S [20], we now know that
e
*
(HE_e*(I ))$0Atoms(e*(HE_e* (I )))S .
Letting +(E)=Atoms(e
*
(HE)), it is not hard to verify that this assignment
is functorial in E and that it defines a distribution + on E. Moreover,
H$+
*
(0S). K
One of our goals is to characterize distribution algebras in E over S by
a property which reduces, when E equals S, to that of a complete atomic
Heyting algebra in S.
2. RELATIVE (CO)COMPLETENESS
Let e: E  S be a bounded geometric morphism. A morphism :: X  Y
in E is said to be S-definable [1] if it appears in a pullback of the type
below, for some morphism a: I  J in S.
X : Y
e*(I ) ww
e*(a)
e*(J )
The S-definable monomorphisms in E over S are classified by the pair
(e*(0S), e*(true)) , in the sense that they are precisely those monos whose
characteristic morphisms factor through {: e*(0S)  0E , where the latter
morphism is defined as the characteristic morphism of e*(true). In general,
{ is a lattice homomorphism and need not be monic. If it is monic, the
topos E is said to be subopen [14] and in this case the above factorization
is unique. If S is a Boolean topos then, for a subobject in E, S-definable
means ‘‘complemented,’’ whereas in the case where E is equal to S and
bounded over S with the identity geometric morphism, all subobjects are
S-definable.
We now recall a result from [21].
Proposition 2.1. Let e: E  S be a geometric morphism. Then there is
a bijection between fibred functors +: E  S over S for which a fibred right
adjoint +
*
exists and ordinary functors M: E  S satisfying the following
conditions:
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1. M sends pullbacks whose vertical arrows are S-definable morphisms
in E to pullbacks in S,
2. there is an isomorphism M(e*(I ))$I_M(1E) natural in I, and
3. M has an ordinary right adjoint M
*
.
For a distribution + as above, there is an isomorphism E(E, +
*
(0S))$
S(+(E), 0S) of posets which is natural in E. Notice that S( , 0S) is a
fibration of Heyting algebras over S which has internal sums and products
satisfying the BCC. It follows from this and Proposition 2.1 that the
functor +: E  S takes pullbacks whose vertical arrows are S-definable
maps into pullbacks in S, and that therefore the fibration E( , +*(0S)),
obtained from S( , 0S) by change of base along +, has left and right
adjoints to reindexing, satisfying the BCC with respect to pullbacks whose
vertical arrows are S-definable morphisms in E.
Since S-definable morphisms in E are closed under arbitrary pullbacks,
they represent a full subfibration of E fibred over E. Accordingly, S-definable
morphisms will be thought of as families of S-discrete objects in the sense of
‘‘S-discrete’’ as given by e*: S  E. We will show later that H=+
*
(0S) is
‘‘S-bicomplete’’ in the sense that ‘‘H has suprema and infima for families
indexed by S-discrete objects.’’ This motivates the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let e: E  S be a (bounded) geometric morphism. An
internal poset P in E is said to be S-cocomplete (respect. S-complete) if for
any S-definable morphism d: B  A in E, the induced poset morphism
E(d, P): E(A, P)  E(B, P) has a left (respect. right) adjoint d (respect.
d ) satisfying the BCC in the sense that for all pullback squares
ww
f $
d $ d
ww
f
in E with d (and therefore also d $) S-definable, it holds that d$ b E( f $, P)
=E( f, P) b d (resp. d$ b E( f $, P)=E( f, P) b d ). An internal poset P is
said to be S-bicomplete if it is both S-cocomplete and S-complete.
Lemma 2.1. Let e: E  S be a (bounded ) geometric morphism and P an
internal poset in E. Then P is S-cocomplete iff for all morphisms a: J  I in
S, the formula
\i # e*(I ) \p # Pe*(a)&1 (i ) _h # P (h=sup( p))
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holds in the internal logic of E, where ‘‘h=sup( p)’’ stands for
(\j # e*(a)&1 (i)( p( j)h)) 7 (\k # P(\j # e*(a)&1 (i)( p( j)k)) O (hk)).
An analogous characterisation is available for S-completeness replacing
suprema by infima.
Proof. Topos semantics [13] applied in this case for arbitrary a: J  I
in S shows that the validity of the formula
\i # e*(I ) \p # Pe*(a)&1 (i ) _h # P (h=sup( p))
is equivalent to the requirement that E(d, P) have a left adjoint for all d
which are pullbacks of e*(a) along some morphism in E satisfying the BCC
for all pullbacks in E whose vertical arrows are pullbacks of e*(a). K
Proposition 2.2. Let e: E S be a (bounded) geometric morphism. Then an
internal poset P in E is S-cocomplete iff the following two conditions are satisfied
1. P has ‘‘S-subterminal joins’’ in the sense that
\u # e*(0S) \p # Pext(u) _h # P (h=sup( p)).
is valid in E, where ext(u)=(e*(true))&1(u), and
2. for every object I in S it holds in E that
\p # Pe*(I ) _h # P (h=sup( p)).
S-completeness of P can be characterised analogously replacing suprema
by infima.
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 2.1 using that for a: J  I in S we have
e*(a)=? b e*((a, idJ) ) where ?=e*(?: I_J  I ): e*(I )_e*(J)  e*(I ).
K
For subsequent use we collect a few properties of the logic of S-bicomplete
Heyting algebras in E. For the rest of this section let H be an S-bicomplete
Heyting algebra in E. Notice, however, that some of the statements are also
valid under weaker assumptions on H. If p: E  H then we write x # E p(x)
for the supremum of p and x # E p(x) for the infimum of p provided they exist.
For u # e*(0S) and h # H we define an action and a coaction of e*(0S)
on H as follows:
u } h= 
p # ext(u)
h hu= 
p # ext(u)
h,
where ext(u)=(e*(true))&1(u).
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In particular, we write &u& for u } 1H where 1H is the greatest element
of H.
Next we give characterizations of action and coaction as tensoring and
cotensoring in an appropriate sense.
Lemma 2.2. For u # e*(0S) and h, k # H we have
u } hk iff T(u) O hk
and
khu iff T(u) O kh
in the logic of E, where T(u) stands for ‘‘e*(true)=u’’. In particular, we have
&u&h iff T(u) O (1H=h)
for all u # e*(0S) and h # H.
Proof. We have that u } h=(p # ext(u) h)k iff \p # ext(u)(hk) iff
(e*(true)=u) O (hk) iff T(u) O (hk) and similarly for the coaction. K
Corollary 2.1. We have
u } h=&u& 7 h hu=&u&  h.
for all u # e*(0S) and h # H.
Proof. For u # e*(0S) and h, k # H we have &u& 7hk iff &u&(h  k)
iff T(u) O (1H=(h  k)) iff T(u) O (hk) iff (u } h)k.
The proof of the second claim is analogous. K
3. PARTITIONS AND RELATIVE COMPLEMENTS
We begin by discussing Lawvere equality [17] in our context. Consider
the hyperdoctrine on S given by H, i.e. E(e*(), H ).
Definition 3.1. For I # S let eqI : e*(I )_e*(I )  H be defined as
eqI (i, j)=&i=I j&
for i, j # e*(I ) where i=I j stands for e*(eI)(i, j) with eI : I_I  0S the
classifier of the diagonal on I in S.
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Lemma 3.1. For I # S and i, j # e*(I ) we have
eqI (i, j)h iff (i=e*(I ) j) O (1H=h)
for all h # H.
Proof. From Lemma 2.5 and the definition of eqI (i, j) follows that
eqI (i, j)h iff T(i=I j) O (1H=h). But T(i=I j) is equivalent to i=e*(I ) j,
as T b e*(eI) classifies the diagonal of e*(I ) in E, where T : e*(0S)  0E
classifies e*(true) in E and eI classifies the diagonal of I in S. That
T b e*(eI) classifies the diagonal of e*(I ) follows from the fact that
e*($I ) e*(true)
e*(I ) e*(1S)
e*(I_I ) www
e*(eI )
e*(0S)
is a pullback and that e*($I)$$e*(I ) , as e* preserves finite limits. K
Theorem 3.1. The hyperdoctrine E(e*(), H) over S has Lawvere equality
in the sense of [17], i.e. for I # S and r: e*(I )_e*(I )  H, the following two
conditions are equivalent
(1) \i, j # e*(I )(eqI (i, j)r(i, j ))
(2) \i # e*(I )(1Hr(i, i)).
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, instantiating h by r(i, j ) we get that condition
(1) is equivalent to \i, j # e*(I )((i=e*(I ) j) O (1H=r(i, j)), i.e. \i # e*(I )
(1H=r(i, i)), which in turn is equivalent to condition (2). K
Thus, we get the usual proof rules for equality.
Corollary 3.1. For I # S we have
\i # e*(I )(1H=eqI (i, i ))
and
\i, j # e*(I )(eqI (i, j) 7 p(i)p( j))
for all p: e*(I )  H.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.1 by putting r=eqI and r(i, j)=
( p(i) O p( j)), respectively. K
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Notice that
eqI (i, j) 7 p(i)=eqI (i, j) 7 p( j)
and
(i=I j) } p(i)=&i=I j& 7 p(i)=eqI (i, j) 7 p(i).
Moreover, due to Theorem 3.1, we have for r: e*(I )_e*I  H that
\i, j # e*(I )(eqI(i, j) 7 p(i)r(i, j))
and
\i # e*(I )( p(i)r(i, i))
are equivalent, i.e. that the assignment p [ *i, j # e*(I )(eqI (i, j) 7 p(i))
provides a left adjoint to $I*: E(e*(I )_e*(I ), H)  E(e*(I ), H) as required
in [17].
Definition 3.2. Let H be an S-bicomplete Heyting algebra in E. For
I # S, the object PartI (H) of I-partitions of H is given by the pullback

PartI(H) ww 1
H e*(I)
%I
H
where %I : H e*(I )  H is defined as
%I ( p)= 
i # e*(I)
p(i) 7 
i, j # e*(I )
(( p(i) 7 p( j)) H &i= j&)
for all p # HK.
Furthermore, Part()(H) extends to a functor from S to E, which carries
a: J  I in S to the morphism Parta(H): PartJ (H)  PartI (H) with
Parta(H)(q)(i)= 
j # e*(J)
(q( j) 7 &e*(a)( j)=i&)
for all q # Part0S(H) and i # e*(I ).
Following [16], we say that a frame A in E is relatively Boolean if for
every a # A,

u # e*(0S)
(a W &u&)=1A
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is valid in E, where &.&: e*(0S)  A is the composite of the canonical
morphism {: e*(0S)  0E with the unique frame homomorphism 0E  A.
For our purposes, a weaker notion suffices. We define it by strenghtening
the notion of a relatively complemented object.
Let A be a frame in E. Recall [7] that a flat function :: e*(0S)  A is
a morphism in E that satisfies:
1. (u # e*(0S) :(u))=1A , and
2. \u, u$ # e*(0S)(:(u) 7 :(u$)&u=u$&), where &.&: e*(0S)  A is
the composite of the canonical morphism {: e*(0S)  0E with the unique
frame homomorphism 0E  A.
Denote by Flat(e*(0S), A) the object in E of flat functions from e*(0S)
into A. It is shown in [7] that given any frame A in E, with corresponding
topos of sheaves F=ShE(A), canonical morphism .: F  E and domain
f : F  S, the object .
*
f *(0S) is canonically isomorphic to the object
Flat( f *(0S), A) in E. Further, there is a morphism
_A : Flat( f *(0S), A)  A
defined by
_A(:)= 
u # e*(0S)
(:(u) 7 &u&)=:().
If f is subopen [14] then _A is monic and can be thought of as the inclu-
sion of the relatively strongly complemented objects of A. That _A is monic
in the subopen case follows because _A is equivalently given, on account of
the canonical isomorphism between .
*
f *(0S) and Flat( f *(0S), A) [7],
by the morphism
.
*
({F): .*( f *(0S))  .*(0F).
That f is subopen means that {F is monic, hence also .*({F) must be
monic.
The above motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.3. A frame A in E over S is said to be a relatively weakly
Boolean if _A is an isomorphism.
The notion of an object of relatively (strongly) complemented elements
of a frame A in E is equally meaningful for an S-cocomplete Heyting
algebra H in E, on account of our previous discussion about equality. In
addition, if H is S-bicomplete, partitions may be used equivalently instead
of flat functions on account of the following.
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Remark 3.1. For an S-bicomplete Heyting algebra in E, the objects
Flat(e*(0S), H) and Part0S(H) are identical. Moreover, the identity :()
=u # e*(0S) ( p(u) 7 &u&) [7] says that the two canonical maps _H from
either object to H are identical too.
4. THE CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM
Let +: E  S be a distribution, and let H=+
*
(0S) be its corresponding
distribution algebra.
Lemma 4.1. The object H=+
*
(0S) is an S-bicomplete Heyting algebra
in E.
Proof. It is clear that H is a Heyting algebra, since +
*
, being a right
adjoint, preserves limits. Next, observe that since + is S-indexed, there is
a canonical isomorphism +(E_e*(I ))$+(E)_I for every E # E and I # S,
natural in both. We also have an isomorphism, natural in both variables,
E(e*(I), HE)$S(+(E)_I, 0S). As S(&, 0S) is a small indexed bicomplete
poset in S and since +(E)_& has a right adjoint and preserves pullbacks,
it follows that for each E, E(e*(&), HE ) is also a small indexed bicomplete
poset over S. Therefore, H is an S-bicomplete Heyting algebra, as claimed.
K
Lemma 4.2. The right adjoint +
*
of + preserves existential and universal
quantification up to the canonical isomorphism @I : +*(0
I
S)  H
e*(I ) induced
by the natural isomorphism +(e*(I )_E)$I_+(E) in the following way
E  +
*
(0IS)
+(E)  0IS
I_+(E)  0S
+(e*(I )_E)  0S
e*(I )_E  +
*
(0S)=H
E  H e*(I )
Proof. The assertion follows readily from the observation that for all
a: I  J in S we have @J b +*(_a)=a b @I and @J b +*(\a)=a b @I , wherea&| He*(a)&| a . K
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Corollary 4.1. The right adjoint +
*
of + preserves equality up to
isomorphism.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.2, as Lawvere equality is an instance
of existential quantification, namely along diagonals which are preserved
by e*. K
Lemma 4.3. For every I # S the square
@I b +*
([.]I ) 
+
*
(I ) 1
H e*(I) ww
%I
H
is a pullback where
%I ( p)= 
i # e*(I )
p(i) 7 
i, j # e*(I )
( p(i) 7 p( j)) H &i= j&
for all p # H e*(I ).
Moreover, for every map a: J  I in S, the square
@J b +*
([.]J ) @I b +*
([.]J )
+
*
(J )
+
*
(a)
+
*
(I )
H e*(J ) ww
%a
H e*(I )
commutes, where @I b +*(_I )=%a b @J and where %a is given explicitly as
%a(q)(i)= 
j # e*(J)
q( j) 7 &e*(A)( j)=i&
for all q # H e*(J) and i # e*(I ).
Proof. First notice that by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 and Corollary 4.1, the
morphisms +
*
(_ !I) and %I are isomorphic via @. From this follows the first
claim by considering the pullback obtained by applying +
*
to the pullback
[.]I true
I 1
0IS ww_ !I
0S
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in S. The second claim follows from the fact that
[.]J [.]I
J a I
0JS ww_a 0
I
S
commutes. The formula for %a is again a consequence of Lemmas 4.1 and
4.2 and Corollary 4.1. K
Lemma 4.4. The map _I : H e*(0
I
S )  H e*(I ) with
_I ( p)(i )= 
S # e*(0IS )
( p(S) 7 &e*(evI )(S, i )&)
restricts to an isomorphism between Part0IS(H ) and H
e*(I ).
Proof. Let % I=( p, q) be the subobject of 0 IS _I classified by the
evaluation map evI : 0 IS_I  0S . First notice that _I is canonically iso-
morphic to +
*
(_q b p*) via @, i.e. @I b +*(_q b p*)=_I b @0
I
S
. The map _q b p*
is the ‘‘big union’’ I : 00
I
S
S
 0 IS for which we have I b [.]0IS=id0IS .
Thus, +
*
(_q b p*) b +*([.]0
I
S
)=id. Accordingly, we have that
@I=@I b +*(_q b p*) b +*([.]0
I
S
)=_I b @0 IS b +*([.]0
I
S
)
from which the claim follows as @0IS b +*([.]0
I
S
) is isomorphic to the
subobject Part0IS(H ) of H
e*(0IS ). K
Of course, Lemma 4.3 just says that +
*
is canonically isomorphic to the
functor Part()(H) for H=+*(0S). The next lemma makes explicit howPart()(H) preserves powers of 0S .
Lemma 4.5. For a distribution +: E  S the fibred version of its right
adjoint +
*
is given by (+
*
)I={I* b (+*)I where {I : e*(I )  +*(I ) is the trans-pose of ?I : +e*(I )  I with respect to +&| +*.
Proof. As +I=7?I b +I , its right adjoint (+*)I is given by {I* b (+*)I . K
Lemma 4.6. Let + be a distribution on E and let H=+
*
(0S). With respect
to the canonical isomorphism from +
*
(I ) to the subobject PartI (H) of H e*(I) the
morphism {I : e*(I )  +*(I ) of the previous Lemma 4.5 is given by
{I (i)( j)=&i=I j&
for i, j # E*(I ).
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Proof. We have to show that the map h: e*(I )  H e*(I ), with h(i)( j)=
&i=I j&, factors through @I b +*([.]I ) via {I . First notice that by definition
of @ for the morphism k :=@I b +*([.]I ) b {I , its transpose k
 is given by
eI b (I_?I) b ?I, e*(I ) , where ?I, e*(I) is the canonical isomorphism from
+(e*(I )_e*(I )) to I_+(e*(I )). Further, notice that (I_?I) b ?I, e*(I )=
?I_I b +(i), where i: e*(I_I )  e*(I )_e*(I ) is the canonical isomorphism.
Accordingly, we have that k is eI b ?I_I b +(i), which is the transpose of eqI
w.r.t. +&| +
*
. Thus, k itself is the currying of eqI which, by definition, is h.
Therefore, k=h, i.e. @I b +*([.]I) b {I=h as desired. K
Theorem 4.1. If + is a distribution on E over S then its fibred right
adjoint +
*
can be described in logical terms as follows. For a: J  I we have
that (+
*
)I (a)(i)={I* Parta(H) is given by
{p # PartJ (H) } \k # e*(I ) .&i=I k&= j # e*(J) p( j) 7&e*(a)( j)=I i&=
for all i # e*(I ). For f : v  u, the component (+
*
)I ( f ) i is the restriction of
Partf (H) to (+*)I (v)(i).
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6. K
We are now ready to state the desired characterization of distribution
algebras on E over S.
Definition 4.1. An S-bicomplete Heyting algebra H in E will be called
S-atomic if, for the fibred functor Part()(H) defined as in Theorem 4.1, it
holds that
1. Part()(H) preserves internal limits, i.e. it preserves finite limits and
internal products, and
2. the function _: Part0S(H)  H with _( p)=u # e*(0S ) ( p(u) 7 &u&)
is an isomorphism.
Notice that by Remark 3.1, condition (2) says precisely that H is relatively
weakly Boolean as an S-bicomplete Heyting algebra in E.
Theorem 4.2. For a topos E over S, the notion of a distribution algebra
is equivalent to the notion of an S-bicomplete S-atomic Heyting algebra
in E. More precisely, there is an equivalence
(DistS(E))
op ww8 caHAS(E)
U U
E
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between the opposite of the category DistS(E) of S-valued distributions on
E and the category caHAS(E) of S-bicomplete S-atomic Heyting algebras
in E, where we denote by U the functor assigning +
*
(0S) to +, and by U the
forgetful functor.
Proof. We have already shown that, for a distribution + on E over S,
the Heyting algebra H=+
*
(0S) is an S-bicomplete S-atomic Heyting
algebra in E from which +
*
can be reconstructed as Part()(H).
On the other hand, for every S-bicomplete S-atomic Heyting algebra H
in E, the fibred functor Part()(H) preserves limits and, therefore, by the
fibred adjoint functor theorem [23], it has a left adjoint + whose associated
distribution algebra is isomorphic to H, as +
*
(0S)=Part0S(H)$H. K
5. DISPLAY LOCALE OF A DISTRIBUTION ALGEBRA
A surprising insight into the nature of distributions on toposes regarded
as generalized spaces came from topology [10, 12, 7]. We recall that a
spread over a topological space X, in the sense of R. H. Fox [10], is a con-
tinuous map .: Y  X, with Y locally connected, for which the connected
components of the inverse images of opens of X form a base for Y.
The corresponding notion of an S-spread over a topos E bounded over
S was introduced in [7] as that of a (bounded) geometric morphism
.: F  E with a generating family F  .*(E) of F over E in the sense of
[13], which is S-definable in the sense of [1]. It is shown in [7] that a
geometric morphism .: F  E over S is a spread if and only if it is localic
and furthermore the morphism
.
*
({): .
*
( f *(0S))  .*(0F)
join-generates the frame .
*
(0F).
We now review the process of completing a spread in the sense of R. H.
Fox [10]. Starting with a topological spread .: Y  X, with Y assumed
locally connected, the completion .^: Y  X is given as follows. The points
of Y are the pairs (x, :) with x # X and :: x*  ?0.&1 a natural transfor-
mation between covariant Set-valued functors on O(X ), with x*(U)=1
if x # U and empty otherwise. This is precisely what in [10] is called a
‘‘consistent choice’’ of components.
The topos-theoretic version of the Fox completion of a spread is given
roughly as follows [7]. Any pair (., f ), with .: F  E a geometric morphism
over S and with f : F  S locally connected, gives rise to the distribution
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f!.*: E  S. This assignment is functorial and has a right adjoint. The latter
assigns, to a distribution + on E, the pair (/, d) , where
/
D
d
S
p
OE ww
$E
M(E)
is a comma object in the 2-category of toposes, geometric morphisms and
their 2-cells. The topos M(E) is the symmetric topos of E [5, 6], which is
the topos classifier of distributions in E. Since distributions correspond to
‘‘weak points’’ of E, a lex completion enters into a construction of a topos
whose points are the distributions on E. The topos E admits an essential
inclusion $E into its symmetric topos M(E). The geometric morphism p in
the diagram above denotes that point of the symmetric topos which corre-
sponds to the distribution +. By a result originally due to A. M. Pitts (but
see also [7]), d is locally connected. Moreover, the geometric morphism
/: D  E is a (complete) S-spread, a notion which is introduced in [7] by
analogy with the topological definition.
An alternative construction of the complete spread associated with a
distribution [5] uses the equivalence between distributions and cosheaves
[24, 5]. The notion of a cosheaf on a topological space admits a generalization
in terms of sites, just as does the notion of a sheaf, to which it is in some sense
dual. If (C, j) is a site of definition for the topos E over S, so that E is the
topos Shj (C), then the category DistS(E) is equivalent to the category
coShj (C).
Whereas Shj (C) is known to be a reflective subcategory of the presheaf
topos SC
op
, it is not known (at present) whether the category coShj (C) is
always a coreflective subcategory of the category (a topos) SC of precosheaves.
We will return to this problem later.
Starting with a distribution + on Shj (C) we associate with it the cosheaf
M which, as a precosheaf, is the functor M: C  S whose value on an
object c # C is given by +(a(Yonc)). With this precosheaf is associated a
discrete opfibration p: D  C. The pair (/, d) can be retrieved from the
bipullback
/ D( p)
D ww? P(D)
E ww
i
P(C)
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where i: E/P(C) is the canonical inclusion of the topos of sheaves into
that of presheaves P(C)=SC
op
. It is shown in [7] that, since M is a cosheaf
and not just a precosheaf, ?
*
is an inclusion which preserves S-coproducts.
In turn, this insures that D is locally connected over S since so is P(D).
As in the localic case dealt with in [12], we refer to the locale of defini-
tion of the complete spread with locally connected domain associated with
a distribution + [7], as the display locale of +. We denote this locale (or
indistinctly, its frame) as A+ .
Remark 5.1. The construction of the bipullback above may also be
applied to a precosheaf M not assumed to be a cosheaf, but in this case one
may lose the local connectedness of D over S. We remark that in those
cases where D is locally connected over S, then the pair (/, d) is the com-
plete spread associated with the ‘‘cosheashification’’ of M. In particular,
and on account of Proposition 4.9 in [9], this is the case whenever E/
P(C) is an S-essential geometric morphism, meaning that the (S-indexed)
left adjoint a&| i itself has (an S-indexed) left adjoint. In other words, if
the topos E bounded over S admits a site presentation (C, j) for which
the canonical inclusion E/P(C) is S-essential, then a right adjoint b to
the inclusion i : DistS(E)/SC (equivalently, to the inclusion i : coShj (C, j)
/SC) exists.
Our immediate goal is to give a characterization of the display locale A+
of a distribution + on a topos E bounded over a topos S in terms of its
associated distribution algebra H=+
*
(0S). The Heyting algebra H is
S-bicomplete and S-atomic. However, this structure on H is not (immediately)
amenable to an internal treatment. For this reason, the characterization
that we shall give consists in carving A+ out of a suitable frame B in E
associated with H. Although there are other choices, we let B=Idl(H), the
frame of ideals on H, i.e., the free frame on H regarded as a distributive
lattice. There is an inclusion a : H  Idl(H) which is universal among all
lattice homomorphisms :: H  A for A a frame in E.
Proposition 5.1. Let + be a distribution on E over S and H=+
*
(0S)
its distribution algebra. Then (up to isomorphism) the display locale A+ is the
greatest sublocale A of Idl(H) such that
1. The topos .: ShE(A)  E is locally connected over S;
2. The morphism a : H  A is isomorphic (as a subobject) to the
canonical morphism _A : Flat(e*(0S), A)  A.
Proof. Spreads .: F  E over S (with locally connected domain) are
in bijective correspondence with those locales A in E for which for which
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(a) ShE(A) is locally connected over S and (b) the canonical (mono)
morphism _A : Flat( f *(0S), A)  A is joingenerating.
Let A be a locale in E satisfying both conditions (1) and (2) in the state-
ment of the theorem. Let F=ShE(A) and .: F  E its structure geometric
morphism. We write f for the locally connected geometric morphism f =e b .
by means of which F is considered as a topos over S.
We know from [7] that for the distribution += f! b .* and its correspond-
ing distribution algebra H=.
*
f *0S &Flat(e*(0S), A) we have that
a ="
*
b _A where "*(a)=[: | _A(:)a]. As _A is monic and joingenerating
it follows that "
*
: A  Idl(H) is the direct image part of an inclusion of locales
(the inverse image part "* sends an ideal I # Idl(H) to "*(I)=: # I _A(:)=
: # I :()).
Thus, for a distribution + on E over S and H its distribution algebra,
the locales A in E giving rise to spreads .: ShE(A)  E with locally connected
domains and such that +$f! b *, coincide with those sublocales A of Idl(H)
which satisfy conditions (1) and (2).
Remark now that the main theorem of [7] mentioned earlier states
equivalently that for any localic geometric morphism .: F  E over S
with locally connected domain f : F  S, letting A denote the frame
.
*
(0F), there exists a factorization
ShE(A) ww
?
D
. /
E
with /: D  E a complete spread, d : D  S locally connected, and ?: ShE(A)
 D pure and dense. Moreover such a factorization is unique up to equiv-
alence. For H=.
*
f *0S &Flat(e*(0S), A), the topos /: D  E is localic
over E and its locale of definition is A+ , the display locale of +. From this
remark now follows that the display locale A+ is the greatest sublocale of
Idl(H) satisfying (1) and (2). K
Remark 5.2. Let H be the distribution algebra corresponding to a
distribution + on E over S. We have shown that there is an inclusion of
ShE(A+) into ShE(Idl(H)) over E. This inclusion need not be an equiv-
alence. For instance, if E is the topos SetsI with the canonical geometric
morphism .I : SetsI  Sets, then the domain of this geometric morphism
is locally connected. Thus, the distribution algebra H associated with this
span is the complete atomic Heyting algebra 2I and it agrees with the display
locale. However, for an infinite set I, the frame of ideals of 2I is much
larger.
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6. MONADICITY
If S is an elementary topos, by a theorem of R. Pare [22], the adjoint
pair F&| U, given by
0 (&)S &| 0
(&)
S : S
op  S
is monadic. The equivalence 8 between Sop and the category caHA(S) is
such that there is a commutative diagram
Sop ww8 caHA(S)
U U
S
where U is the forgetful functor. In particular, free complete atomic Heyting
algebras exist in any elementary topos S.
It is natural to ask whether also in the relative setting a similar theorem
is true. In what follows we will prove that this is the case (at least) in the
case where ‘‘cosheashification’’ exists. Recall from Section 5 that in the
general case this question is still open, although we know it to be the case
in some instances. As argued in Remark 5.1, one such instance is given by
the class of toposes E bounded over S for which a site of definition exists
such that the inclusion into the corresponding presheaf topos is an essential
inclusion. This is trivially the case for presheaf toposes over S, including
the ‘‘absolute’’ case, where E is equal to S. Another instance of the exist-
ence of cosheashification is obtained by letting S be the category of Sets,
i.e., if we limit ourselves to Grothendieck toposes. In this case, any category
of cosheaves is locally presentable [4], so that the cocontinuous inclusion
into its corresponding category of precosheaves must have a right adjoint.
We do not have, as yet, a characterization of those toposes E bounded over
a topos S for which cosheashification exists. This is part of the more
general open question [6] of characterizing categories of distributions.
Let us consider first the case of a presheaf topos E=SC op. It is part of
the ‘‘folklore’’ that there is an equivalence DistS(E)&S
C. This equivalence
assigns, to a distribution + on SC op, the precosheaf M=+ b YonC . The
functor U: (SC)op  SC
op
assigns, to a precosheaf M, the presheaf
U(M)=S(M(&), 0S)&0M(&)S .
Now, U has a left adjoint F, given by F(A)&0A(&)S . This is not quite
Pare ’s theorem but it is analogous to it in a ‘‘fibred over C’’ sense. Further-
more, for the corresponding monad T on SC
op
, given by the functor T(A)
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=(0S)0 S
A(&)
, the category of algebras is easy to identify. Indeed, denoting
by T the Pare monad on S, we have:
Alg(T)&Alg(T)C
op
& (Sop)C
op
& (SC)op& (DistS(E))
op
Consider now an arbitrary topos E bounded over S and let
U: (DistS(E))
op  E
be given, on objects, by U(+)=+
*
(0S).
There is an action of E on DistS(E) [18, 5, 11, 8] given, for E an object
of E and + a distribution on E over S, by the distribution E } + defined by
the rule (E } +)(F )=+(E_F ). Moreover, as shown in [11], the category
DistS(E) is locally small as an E-category, with a bifunctor
Hom: (DistS(E))
op_DistS(E)  E.
Since E is assumed to be a topos bounded over S, we can now choose
a site presentation (C, j) and regard E as a reflective subcategory Shj (C)
of the presheaf topos SC
op
. Further, if a functor b (‘‘cosheafification’’), right
adjoint to the inclusion coShj (C)/SC, is assumed to exist, then there is
a terminal distribution 1=b(1), where 1 is the terminal precosheaf. The
existence of a terminal distribution, in itself, provides us with a representor
for the functor U, as the following shows.
Proposition 6.1. Let e: E  S be an S-bounded topos. Assume that a
terminal distribution 1 on E exists. Let o=(e*(0S) } 1) be the distribution
obtained from the terminal distribution 1 by the action of 0S . Then, there
is a natural isomorphism
+
*
$Hom(+, e*(&) } 1).
In particular, +
*
(0S)$Hom(+, o).
Proof. Let I be an object in S. Then we have the following bijections
for any object E of E:
E  Hom(+, e*(I ) } 1)
E } +  e*(I ) } 1
E } +  const(I )
[+(E_F )  I]F # E
[E_F  +
*
(I )]F # E
E  +
*
(I )
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The justifications are as follows. The first bijection results from the adjoint-
ness (& } +)&| Hom(+, &). The second bijection is an application of the
following, more general result.
Lemma 6.1. For any distribution & and any I # S, there is a bijection between
natural transformations &  e*(I ) } 1 of distributions, and natural transforma-
tions &  const(I ) of ordinary functors, where const(I ) denotes the constant
functor with value I.
Proof of the lemma. For any distribution & and any I # S there is a
series of bijections
&  e*(I ) } 1
[&(E)  1(e*(I )_E)]E # E
[&(E)  I_1(E)]E # E
[(&(E)  I, &(E)  1(E))]E # E
[(&(E)  I, &  1)]E # E
[&(E)  I]E # E
&  const(I )
Returning now to the proof of the Proposition, we note that the third bijec-
tion expresses naturality in terms of the components, the fourth bijection
uses the adjointness +&| +
*
and the fifth bijection is a consequence of naturality
in F, so that the only component that matters is that corresponding
to F=1. K
Remark 6.1. We note that the distribution o, when it exists, is a
cogenerator for DistS(E) as an E-category. However, the nature of o is, in
general, a bit mysterious. In a special case, which is that of a topos E
locally connected over S, o is just 0S in the following sense. If e: E  S
is locally connected then there is a terminal distribution and it is given by
the S-indexed left adjoint e! to e*. Also by local connectedness, we can
choose a sub-canonical site (C, j) for E over S consisting of connected
objects. We have the following isomorphisms
O(c)&o(Yonc)& (0S } e!)(Yonc)
&e!(e*(0S)_Yonc)&0S_e!(Yonc)&0S _1&0S .
It follows that the cosheaf O: C  S associated with the distribution o
must be constant with value 0S .
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We now consider the question of the existence of a left adjoint F to U.
In view of the representability of U by the distribution o, the left adjoint
F, if it exists, must be given by the cotensoring functor F=o(&). Therefore,
the question of the existence of the left adjoint reduces to the existence of
this cotensor.
In the case of a presheaf topos E=SC
op
, the category of distributions is
equivalent to the category SC. For M a precosheaf and E a presheaf, the
cotensor exists and it is given by
(ME )(c)=M(c)E(c)
as it is routine to check.
Let us now assume that for E=Shj (C) cosheashification exists, i.e.,
assume that there is a right adjoint b to the inclusion i: coShj (C)  SC. In
this case, as it is easy to check, cotensoring exists and it is given, for a
cosheaf M and a sheaf E, by
ME=b(i(M) i(E))
where we have denoted by i both the inclusion of cosheaves into precosheaves
and that of sheaves into presheaves.
Notice that the existence of cosheashification implies both the existence
of a terminal distribution and the existence of cotensors of cosheaves by
sheaves (or of distributions by objects of E).
For the specific purpose of the proof of monadicity, it will now be con-
venient to distinguish notationally between the functor U: (SC)op  SC
op
and its restriction
Uj : (coShj (C))op  Shj (C)
If M is a cosheaf, then by Uj (M) we mean U(M), where M is regarded
as a precosheaf. Notice that M # SC is a j-cosheaf if and only if U(M) is
a j-sheaf. This observation will be crucial in the proof of the following
theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Let E be a topos bounded over S. Assume that cosheafifica-
tion b exists for a site (C, j) of presentation of E. Then the functor
U: (DistS(E))
op  E
represented by the distribution o=(0S } 1) is monadic.
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Proof. We know that U: (SC)op  SC op is monadic. Furthermore, we
know that Uj : (coShj (C))
op  Sh j (C) appears as the restriction of U. We
will use Beck’s monadicity theorem [2] in order to establish our goal. It
follows from our assumption on the existence of cosheashification, that U
has a left adjoint F. Indeed, since U$Hom(&, o), a left adjoint is given
by F=o(&).
Because Uj is the restriction of U, we easily obtain now a left adjoint Fj
to Uj , by means of the following bijections:
E(A, Uj (M))&SC
op
(A, U(M))&SC(M, F(A))
&DistS(E)(M, b(F(A)))&DistS(E)(M, Fj (A))
which says that Fj=(b b F). It remains to show that (coShj (C))op has
coequalizers of Uj -contractible pairs and that Uj preserves them. Suppose
that ( g, h) is a parallel pair of morphisms N  K in coShj (C), such that
the pair (Uj (g), U j (h)) is a contractible pair in Shj (C). Then, the pair
(U(g), U(h)) is a contractible pair in SC. By monadicity of U, there is an
equalizer in SC, with U applied to it giving a coequalizer in SC
op
, as in the
diagrams below.
M ww
f
N wwww
h
g
K
U(K ) wwww
U(h)
U( g)
U(N ) ww
U( f )
U(M)
Moreover, U( f ) is split epi, as the pair (U(g), U(h)) is a contractible pair
in SC. Thus, U(M) appears as a retract of U(N) in SC, from which it
follows that U(M) is a j-sheaf. Therefore, M is a j-cosheaf. Thus, f is
the equalizer of g and h also in coShj (C). Accordingly, Uj ( f )=U( f ) is a
coequalizer of Uj (g) and U j (h) in E. This finishes the proof. K
Corollary 6.1. Let E be a bounded S-topos for which cosheashifica-
tion exists. Then the functor U: caHAS(E)  E is monadic. In particular,
free distribution algebras F(E) on objects E of E exist.
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